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ABSTRACT
A short review of current limitations of methods for nonlinear
shell analyses ;s presented.
A new four-node (non-flat) general quadrilateral shell element for
geometric and material nonlinear analysis is presented. The element is
formulated using three-dimensional continuum mechanics theory and it is ap-
plicable to the analysis of thin and moderately thick shells. The formula-
tion corresponds to the use of a mixed variational principle. The element
stiffness matrix ;s calculated using "full" numerical integration and does
not contain spurious zero energy modes.
Also, an algorithm for the automatic incremental solution of non-
linear finite element equations in static analysis is presented. The
procedure is designed to calculate the pre- and post-buckling response of
general structures. The algorithm includes an eigensolution for calcu-
lating linearized buckling loads and associated buckling mode shapes used
to impose initial imperfections.
The new shell element is used with the automatic stepping algorithm
to analyze various simple to complex shell structures. A study is performed
to identify the characteristics of the element regarding convergence, distor-
tion sensitivity and applicability to thin and moderately thick shells. It
is demonstrated that the element is very effective both in linear and non-
linear analyses,
Thesis Committee: Prof. K.J. 6athe (Chairman)
· Prof. M.P. Cleary
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1. INTRODUCTION
The analysis of shell structures, that is to say, the prediction of
their load carrying capacities, of their deformations under a given load,
the stabil ity 1imits, and of the effects of manufacturing ilnperfections on
the above, has been for a large number of years an important field of
applied work and research for engineers as well as mathematicians [18J.
Nowadays, many branches of technology require extremely light and
dependable shell structures; this has brought about the requirement for
efficient and reliable techniques for general shell structural analyses.
In some cases, as in the aeronautical industry, the objective is to analyze
thin shell structures, in their pre- and post-buckling regimes; in other
cases, as in the nuclear industry, interest lies in the analysis of moderately
thick shells, with accidental conditions giving rise to extensive areas of
plasticity.
Even for shells with very simple geometric and load configurations,
in a static linear-elastic regime, it is frequently not possible to obtain
an analytical solution to the differential equations that govern the shell
structural behaviors [6-8J. Therefore, tha solution for stabil ity 1imits or
complete nonlinear responses involving large displacements, rotations and/or
nonlinear material behavior represents a most challenging task.
Usually, 'IJhenconfronting a shell structural analysis, in particular
a nonlinear one, the analyst has to resort to a numerical method. The
broad development of the finite element method for linear and nonlinear
structural analysis, its generality and good numerical characteristics [27-
37J has rendered this method the most su~table one for general analysis of
- 13-
structures.
The purpose of this thesis is to enhance the available capabilities
to perform general nonlinear structural analysis of shells including pre-
and post-buckling responses, stability calculations, the study of the effects
of initial imperfections on the nonlinear response and elastic-plastic
regimes.
For efficiently performing a reliable nonlinear finite element
analysis of shell structures, there are two main ingredients to be considered:
- The formulation of appropriate shell elements.
- The development of nUlllerical algorithms for solving the equations
of motion.
Regarding the first topic, it has been a very active field of research
for a large number of years [28, 44J; curved and flat shell elements have
been developed, especially for linear analysis, the first ones usually based
on deep or shallow shell theories [45, 48-54], the latter ones usually based
on plate theory [27, 28,44]. The applicability of different variational
principles corresponding to different finite element formulations has also
been extensively investigated [32, 33, 47-49, 71, 80, 81J.
During recent years it has b~come apparent that two approaches for
the development of shell elements are very appropriate:
- The use of simple flat elements based on the discrete-Kirchhoff
approach for the analysis of thin shells [64, 69, 70J.
- The use of degenerated ;soparametric elements for the analysis of
thin and moderately thick shells, in which fully three-dimensional
stress and strain conditions are degenerated to shell behavior.
This approach was introduced for linear analysis in Ref. [55J and
implemented in general nonlinear formulations in Refs. [59, 60,
62, 63].
The latter approach has the advantage of being independent of any
particular shell theory, being therefore of very general applicability.
The element reported in Refs. [62,63] has been employed very successfully
when used with 9 or in particular 16 nodes. However, the 16-node element
is quite expensive, and although it is possible to use in some analyses
only a few elements to represent the total structure, in other analyses
still a fairly large number of elements needs to be employed (see Chapter 2
and Ref. [66]).
Considering general shell analyses, much emphasis has been placed
onto the development of a versatile, reliable and cost-effective 4-node
shell element [71, 73-76, 82, 86]. Such element would complement the
above high-order 16-node element and may be more effective in certain
analyses. The difficulties in the development of such element lie in that
the element should be applicable in a reliable manner to thin and thick
shells of arbitrary geometries for general nonlinear analysis.
In Chapter 3, we present a simple 4-node general shell element with
the following properties [67]:
- the element is formulated using three-dimensional stress and strain
conditions without the use of a specific shell theory;
- the element is applicable to model thin and muderately thick shells
of arbitrary geometry, and is non-flat;
- the element is applicable to the conditions of large displacements
-15-
and rotations, but small strains, and can be used effectively in material
nonlinear analysis.
The formulation of the element is based on continuum mechanics
theory, and has good. predictive capabilities without containing spurious
zero energy modes or numerically adjusted factors. In Chapter 5, we
present numerical solutions obtained using our new element.
As mentioned above, the nonlinear finite element analysis of
structures requires the use of accurate and reliable finite element models
and, of equal importance, the use of efficient procedures for the solution
of the incremental equations of motion. The equation solution procedures
are efficient when, for a given solution accuracy, the computer cost of
solution ;s low and the solution ;s obtained in a reliable manner with a
minimum amount of effort by the analyst.
In Chapter 4, we describe an algorithm [90J for the automatic
solution of the nonlinear e~lIat;ons of static equilibrium. The algorithm
;s used in Chapter 5 for the solution of nonlinear shell problems.
When analyzing structures that, due to their material constitutive
relation and/or large displacements and/or strains, present a nonlinear
static equilibrium path in the load-displacement space [15], the engineer
usually seeks to determine the location of the critical points (bifurcation
and limit points) and sometimes to continue the analysis beyond these points
(post-buckling analysis [13]). Using a load-controlled incremental
algorithm [29, 89] the existence of critical points must be inferred from
error messages printed by the finite element program (which can require
significant experience on the part of the analyst to interpret)t and to
-16-
carryon the analysis through the critical points, some special methods have
to be used (e.g. artificial springs [93]). However, those methods require
some advanced information about the equilibrium path that is being sought
and also some post-processing work by the analyst.
The algorithm we present in Chapter 4 can automatically trace static
nonlinear equilibrium paths in general finite element structural analyses.
The above algorithm is very general but, although effective, can
still lead to a high solution cost because an incremental solution ;s per-
formed. In some analyses for which the pre-collapse displacements are
negligible, it is valuable to calculate only an estimate of the buckling
load of the structure, without going through a solution for the complete
nonlinear response. This may, for some structures, be achieved economi-
cally by a linearized buckling analysis [12, 14J. In Chapter 4, we present
an algorithm for calculating linearized buckling loads of a general finite
element model [90], and in Chapter 5, we apply this algorithm to shell
problems. The main features of the linearized buckling algorithm that we
present are:
- it is easy to implement in an existing nonlinear finite element
code, and
- numerically, it can handle eigenproblems where positive and
negative eigenvalues are present.
The new four-node shell element, used in conjunction with the
algorithms described above, enables us to perform efficient and reliable
general nonlinear shell structural analysis.
-17-
2. CONTINUUM MECHANICS BASED SHELL ELEMENTS
FOR GENERAL NONLINEAR ANALYSIS.
In this chapter we first briefly review the formulation of the
shell element presented in Refs. [62, 63J, and then investigate its
locking problem, that renders this element (especially in its low order
versions), sometimes ineffective for the analysis of thin shells [66J.
This investigation will lead us into the development of a new shell
element, to be presented in Chapter 3.
2.1 Element formulation
For an element with q midsurface nodes, the position vector, ?G ,
of any interior particle with convected (natural) coordinates TL at a
given time t, ;s assumed to be (see Fig. 2.1),
(2.1)
where:
position vector of the nodal point k, at time t;
interpolation function corresponding to node k,
(see Ref. [29, Fig. 5.5]);
unit director vector at nodal point k, at time t,
this director vector ;s not necessarily normal to
the midsurface of the element;
-18-
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C3~ thickness of the element at node k, measured
t\/k
along V" ·
-
Note that Eq. (2.1) describes a variable thickness shell element.
The displacement of an arbitrary particle at time t, measured from
the reference configuration at time 0, is
~ ~t~ =Lhk( Tl) Tl) t~k + } L h~( ll)1L)a~ (t't:~k)
ts! k=l
(2.2-a)
(2.2-b)
~
where Uk is the displacement vector corresponding to the node k.
The kinematic description of Eq5. (2.1) and (2.2) incorporates the
following assumptions:
a) The director vectors remain straight during the deformations.
b) The thickness of the element, measured along a director vector
remains constant during the deformations.
These are the only ki nerna ti c assumptions introduced; therefore, the
description is very general, incorporating also shear deformations.
Similarly, for any particle, the incremental displacement
measured from the configuration at time t ;s
(2.3)
- 20-
v/here:
t\ J~ ..
VJ - (2.4-a)
(2.4-b)
and 0<.1() ~I( are the incremental rotations about the above vectors.
Since the kinematics of the element has been totally described,
we will focus our attention on the constitutive relations. Defining
r.
the local Cartesian system ~i of Fig. 2.2, the incremental consitutive
-C t~J3 0tensor 0_ [29) must reflect the shell assumption L:. [6-8];
therefore as shown in [29, 62, 63], the constitutive tensor ;s formed in
'"the E?, system, representing the above assumption, and then rotated to
-the global Cartesian system.
In the standard manner shown in [29, 62, 63J, the equation for the
linearized incremental step from time t to time t+~t ;s formulated, for a
total Lagrangian (T.L.) formulation [29], as
(2. 3)
-21-
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where
t t
oKL and O~"'L are the incremental linear and nonlinear stiffness
....
matrices;
(2.6)
external nodal load vector acting at time t+~t;
vector of nodal forces equivalent to the stresses at
time t.
Equation (2.5) represents a linearized approximation to the step;
in order to obtain an equilibrium configuration at time t+~t, equilibrium
iterations must be performed, see Ref. [29, Chapter 8]. It must also be
stated that since finite rotations are not vectors [lJ, each incremental
step can only represent infinitesimal rotations, finite rotations are to
be accomodated in the equilibrium iterations.
In Refs. [62, 63J also the matrices corresponding to an updated
Lagrangian (U.L.) formulation [29J have been presented.
It must be noted that this element can be employed in the following
analysis conditions:
a) Arbitrary large displacements/large rotations, but small strains.
Since the thickness of the element is not updated during the
solution, the element ;s only applicable to small strain analysis [88,
Appendix A]. With this restriction, the T.l. formulation is particularly
-23-
attractive; namely, since the components of the second Piola-Kirchhoff
stress and Green-Lagrange strain tenSOt~S are invariant under rigid body
motions [1, 5, 29], for small strains, the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress
tensor and Green-Lagrange strain tensor can be used in the constitutive
relations without having to consider the element fiber rotations [29J.
Also, as the element will only be used to represent small strain deforma-
tions, the assumption :533=() can be used, instead of the more
(-
natural one ~33= () when deriving the constitutive relations [29,
109J. Note that = 533 is the normal second Piola-Kirchhoff stress
o~
conlponent at time t, referred to the configuration at time 0, in the ~.3
direction.
b) The element ;s formulated with 5 degrees of freedom per mid-
surface node, but in some applications (e.g. when connecting with isobeam
elements [29J, to model stiffened shells) it is convenient to use instead
of ~f( and ~IC three rotations about the global coordinate axes. In
this case, we simply transform the obtained stiffness matrices and equi-
valent nodal force vectors in the standard manner [29J.
c) The element ;s formulated including shear effects (as in a
Mind'in-Reissner type of shell theory [9, 10J), although these are only
included assuming a constant shear stress over the element thickness.
Therefore the element is applicable to the analysis of moderately thick
shells. Many results obtained with this element can be found in Refs. [62,
63, 65, 66].
2.2 The element locking problem
To discuss the locking problem [56, 57, 65, 66J, let us consider
-24-
first an elastic plate el~ment; the expression of its total potential
energy can be written [29J as
where
(2.7)
~j, 1
(£ :. -~2,2.
~1,2. - ~2,1
) (2.8)
o
and
· C
s
:; E~) - 2(ltv)
1
o
(2.9)
E Young's modulus;
~ Poisson's ratio;
~ shear correction factor [29];
U!t : transverse displacement of the plate;
-25-
~i section rotation about Zi ;
L characteristic length of the element;
h thickness of the plate (assumed constant);
The second term on the right hand side of Eq. (2.7) can be regarded
as a penalty term [29, 39, 40] for imposing the condition
(2.10)
that ;s to say, for imposing the Kirchhoff-Love condition for thin shells
[6-8].
The locking problem appears because, in some cases, £=0 can-
not be represented by the trial functions that span the finite element
solution space.
In what follows, we will consider some examples that illustrate
the locking problem.
2.2.1 Four node element under constant bending moment
For this first example let us consider a very narrow cantilever
plate element, so the problem can be formulated, as shown in Fig. 2.3,
with only two degrees of freedom (isobeam element [29J).
-26-
Figure 2.3. Cantilever beam under constant bending moment.
b«L
InvokingO rr=o and comparing with the analytical solution for
a cantilever beam, we get:
j
(2.11)
For thick elements, (L/h)--' a , therefore (eF!/BAH ) ---. 1
For very thin elements,(Llh)-ar.ao , therefore (9pe. /e~)---a 0
and we say that the thin element locks.
2.2.2 Simply-supported plate model
We analyze the problem shown in Fig. 2.4 in which one 16-node
element models one quarter of a simply-supported square plate subjected
-27-
-e/2
a
J---
t II
t- Case !:i/o In tegration
I 0 4 x 4 x 2
2 1/50 4 x 4 x 2
WFE 3 1/20 4 x 4 x 2
WTIMOSHENKO (no shear) 4 II 20 3 x 3 x 2
1.4
CASE 4
1.2
thickness h
uniform pressure q
1.0+----
0.8
0.6
10'
CASE 1
CASE 2
Figure 2.4 Analysis of simply-supported plate model
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to a constant pressure load. Figure 2.4 shows that when using normal
numerical integration and if the element ;s distorted as in Cases 2 and 3
(the tJacobian is not constant), the element locks for (l/h) > 100.
2.2.3 Curved cantilever
Figure 2.5 shows a curved cantilever modeled using one single
parabolic element and the results obtained using a high integration order.
We observe that for larger angles spanned by the element the results
rapidly deteriorate. However, the locking phenomenon is an element pro-
perty so that with 6 elements to model the 30° bend reasonable results are
obtained. Figure 2.5 also shows that the cubic element behaves consider-
ably better than the parabolic element, but this element behavior
deteriorates when the element is distorted in its mid-surface.
Note that, as expected, the element behavior becomes less sensitive
to distortion when the element thickness increases. For example, when
one parabolic element is used to model the 30° bend for a thickness h=1.2,
the value for 8pt! / fh-u ;s 0.46.
2.3 Remedies for the locking problem
The matrices in Eq. (2.5) are calculated using numerical integra-
tion, usually the Gauss rule [29J. If the number of Gauss integration
stations is enough to exactly evaluate the integrals, complete numerical
integration ;s being used; if not, reduced numerical integration is being
used [28,29].
It has been observed that when the matrices in Eq. (2.5) are
calculated using either uniform reduced numerical integration or selective
-29-
t '. ~:- ~ .~ ~ ~.~. .' '" • • • ~ • ............ 1 • • • ••• • ~. • '.
R = 20
h (thickness) = 0.2
E = 2.1 x 100
v = 0.3
Int = 4x4x2
a 8FE/8 TH
30° 0.02
R 20 0 0.09
10 0 0.62
5° 0.96
3 x 100 elements 8FE / 8TH =0.61
6 x 5° elements 8FE / 8TH = 0.96
y
R = 20
h (thickness) = 0.2
E = 2.1 x 106
\} = 0.3
Int = 4x4x2
0.91
0.01
Figure 2.5 Analysis of curved cantilever model
(Note that the figure is not to scale)
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reduced numerical integration on the shear terms [56, 57, 66, 73-75J, the
element does not lock. After the first pragmatic approaches to reduced
integration, researches have linked it to different variational formula-
tions [38, 80, 81]. In Appendix 1, we identify reduced integration with
a mixed formulation in which strains are interpolated, and show that, if
the exactly integrated element is complete, the element formulated using
reduced integration ;s also complete. The important problem that the
usage of reduced integration presents is that reduced integration can
result into rank deficiency of the stiffness matrix; that ;s to say, it
can give rise to spurious zero energy modes.
Let us now analyze the effects of using reduced integration on the
examples presented in Section 2.2.
2.3.1 Reduced and selective integration in the cantilever plate
~nder constant bending moment
In this particular case, the use of uniform reduced or selective
reduced integration on the shear terms does not produce spurious zero
energy modes [80].
Using selective and uniform reduced integration along the axial
direction we get:
:: 1.
=- 1.
-31-
(2.12-a)
(2.12-b)
Hence, using either selective or uniform reduced integration along
the axial direction 1-2, the locking problem ;s removed. As can be seen
from Eqs. (2.12), in this case selective integration provides the same
solution than uniform reduced integration.
2.3.2 Reduced integration in the simply supported plate model
Figure 2.4 shows that for the plate problem the usage of reduced
integration over the mid-surface remedies the locking problem, even in
the case with higher element distortion; although it provides a too
flexible model (Case 4).
2.3.3 Reduced integration in the curved cantilever case
The use of reduced integration does not help in: the solution of
this model. Gauss integration of order 2x2 and 3x3 over the mid-
surface for the parabolic and cubic element models, respectively, results
into spurious zero eigenvalues preventing the solution of the governing
equations. That;s different from the solution of the model used in the
analysis of the simply supported plate, for which reduced integration
gives much improved results when the element is distorted.
2.3.4 The element distortion affects the number of zero energy modes
obtained when using reduced integration
Figure 2.6 illustrates the effect of distortions on an 8-node shell
element. We observe that the in-plane element distortion does not
reduce the number of spurious kinematic modes, whereas the out-af-plane
distortion eliminates these modes.
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Int. 3x3x2: 0 zero energy modes
Int. 2x2x2: 2 zero energy modes
a) No Distortion
6.a =0.06
Int. 2x2x2: 2 zero energy modes
b) In-Plane Distortion
-~ = 0.06
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Int. 2x2x2: a zero energy modes
c) Out-af-Plane Distortion
. - ~ ,.
Figure 2.6 Spurious zero energy modes in 8-node shell element
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2.4 Final observations on the 3D degenerated shell element
Considering the ;soparametric shell element, the appropriate
number of nodal points and the appropriate Gauss integration order must
be chosen. For the discussion of these issues we distinguish between
the analysis of moderately thick plates/shells and thin plates/shells.
a) Moderately thick plates and shells
These structures can be analyzed using the isoparametr;c
element with any of its nodal configurations, but the Lagrangian quadratic
and cubic elements are usually most effective. The integration schemes
frequently best for these elements are 3x3 and 4x4 Gauss integration over
the mid-surface but the uniform reduced integration 2x2 and 3x3 may be of
advantage, when the elements are distorted (as discussed below). The
order of Gauss integration through the element thickness depends on whether
an elastic (2 point integration) or elastic-plastic (4 point integration
or more) analysis is performed.
b) Thin plates and shells
The constraint to be satisfied in the analysis of very thin
plates and shells is that of negligible transverse shear deformations.
In general, the shell element displacement interpolations will not be able
to represent the constraint of zero shear strains through the element, and
reduced/selective integration can be used as we have discussed above.
As guidelines for using these shell elements, we suggested in
Ref. [66]:
- The locking of an element is an element property and hence the
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element aspect ratio (length/thickness) and element distortion must be
kept a minimum. If these conditions are met, high order integration
(3x3 Gauss integration for the quadratic and 4x4 Gauss integration for
the cubic element) provides d reliable solution.
- To establish an appropriate mesh for the analysis of a shel',
it may be useful to test a single element with the typical thickness
and curvature of the shell. The analysis of the element (which would
have typical dimensions to be used in the actual shell analysis) sub-
jected to a bending moment would display whether the element ;s too large
and locks.
In the above, we have emphasized the use of uniform reduced
integration rather than selective integration. The reason is that
selective integration has the same disadvantage of uniform reduced inte-
gration, that is the presence of spurious rigid body modes, and its im-
plementation is more complicated when general nonlinear material models
have to be considered [75].
We believe that in a general nonlinear analysis, the presence of
spurious rigid body modes, at the element level, is not desirable, even
if for the configuration at time a the element assemblage prevents those
modes from manifesting themselves. This has also been mentioned in
Ref. [61].
In Appendix 2, we present a very simple case, in which when using
reduced integration, the spurious kinematic modes are restrained in the
configuration at time 0; but, during the nonlinear analysis, they are
freed, and the model predicts a wrong collapse load.
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Many efforts have been reported in the literature to develop plate
and shell elements without spurious zero energy modes and with no locking
problem [73-84]; but there is still room for improved methods, in particu-
lar when considering nonlinear analysis.
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3. A NEW CONTINUUM MECHANICS BASED FOUR-NODE SHELL ELEMENT
FOR GENERAL NONLINEAR ANALYSIS
In this chapter we present the theoretical formulation of a new
4-node shell element, based on continuum mechanics theory and a mixed
finite element formulation [67].
3.1 Basic considerations
The formulation of the 4-node shell element represents an extension
of the shell element discussed in the previous chapter, and we therefore
use the same notation. Also, to focus attention onto some key issues of
the formulation, we consider in this first section only linear analysis
conditions.
The geometry of the element, see Fig. 3.1 and Eq. (2.1), ;s de-
scribed using
+ (3.1)
where,
Cartesian coordinates of any point in the element;
Cartesian coordinates of nodal point k.
The left superscript ;s zero for the initial geometry of the
element and ;s equal to 1 for the deformed element geometry. Note that
the thickness of the element varies, and the element ;s in general non-flat.
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Figure 3.1 Four-node shell element
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The displacements of any particle, with natural coordinates Ti
inside the shell element, in the stationary Cartesian coordinate system
are (see Eq. (2. 3) ) :
~ 4
UL =I: hk Ur + f I: aJc hJc(- 0'6~ O<k +.~k (A" )
kat k.l
(3.2)
A basic problem inherent in the use of the above interpolation of
the displacements, and the derivation of the strain-displacement matrices
therefrom, as seen in the previous chapter, is that the element locks
when it ;s thin. This is due to the fact that with these interpolations
the transverse shear strains cannot vanish at all points in the element,
when it is subjected to a constant bending moment. Hence, although the
basic continuum mechanics assumptions contain the Kirchhoff-Love shell
assumptions, the finite element discretization is not able to represent
these assumptions rendering the element not applicable to the analysis of
thin plates and shells.
Considering our element formulation - because the problem 1ies in
the representation of the out-af-surface shear strains-- we proceed to
not evaluate these shear strains from the displacements in Eq. (3.2), but
to introduce separate interpolations for these strain components, using
therefore a mixed finite element method [29, 32-34J.
Since we consider non-flat shell elements, the separate inter-
polations are performed effectively in a convected coordinate system [2-4J.
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Note that in Refs. [29, 62, 63], the shell element formulation is
discussed in the global stationary coordinate system, because all dis-
placement components are interpolated in the same way. To emphasize
that we use here stress and strain tensor components measured in the
convected coordinate system, we place a curl (rv) over these quantities.
The choice for the interpolation for the transverse shear strain
components ;s the key assumption in our element formulation, because
adequate coupling between the element displacements and rotations must be
introduced and the element should not exhibit any spurious zero energy
modes. For our element, we use, see Fig. 3.2,
,- 1 -A
E,!J =T (1+ 1;:) €f3
€z3 = } (1~ 17) ~~
+
+
i
-Z
1
-Z
(1- 1; ) g~3
(1- Tj) [2:
(3.3)
Since the kinematic relations for the above shear strains are not
satisfied using Eq. (3.3), we impose them using Lagrange multipliers [3,
29J to obtain the following functional for the modified potential energy:
+1A~I (£l! - ~:~ )dV - vi
V
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(3.4)
32
....£13 interpolation
....
E23 interpolation
~I
.
Figure 3.2 Interpolation functions for the transverse shear strains
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~'-k
where the c, are the contravariant tensor components of the Cauchy
,...,
stress tensor [2, 4], the E:iJ are the covariant tensor components of
,,13 12t !
the infinitesimal strain tensor, the ~ and A are the Lagrange
E"""1 ~ »1-multipliers, the 13 and c.,2.1 are the transverse shear strain evalu-
ated using the displacement interpolations in Eq. (3.2), and ~iS the
potential of the external loads. For the Lagrange multipliers we choose
the following interpolations:
(3.5)
,
where S(.··) is the Dirac-delta function. This represents a weaken-
ing of the Lagrange multiplier constraint in Eq. (3.4) [41J.
In order to introduce a physical interpretation of Eqs. (3.5), we
can think of two independent systems:
- the mid-surface of the element,
- the director vectors;
These two systems have to be linked in order to avoid the presence of
spurious rigid body modes in the element. When they are linked at every
point in the element (as in the formulation discussed in Chapter 2), the
locking problem is encountered; therefore, our aim is to impose a constraint
between those two systems, that while preventing the presence of spurious
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zero energy modes, does not produce locking. Equations (3.5) can be
regarded as representing the localized shear stress introduced by idealized
springs acting at A, B, C, 0 between the above two systems.
This discrete representation of the shear deformations inside an
element is only valid because even for moderately thick shells, the shear
deformations are a small percentage of the total deformations. If this
is not the case, a fully three-dimensional analysis should be performed,
rather than considering the structure as a shell.
Substituting from Eq. (3.5) into Eq. (3.4) and invoking that
t Tr* ::. 0o gives the distinct constraints,
(3.6)
Hence the complete element stiffness matrix ;s calculated using
the functional:
(3.7)
with stress and strain components in convected coordinates and
- Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) to evaluate the lIin-surface ll strain
I"W ~ ~
components E'4, €.t~ J C33
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I
I'!J ,.".",
- Eqs. (3.3) to evaluate the strain component €a J t,!3 ; and
,.,.. ~"""c ,.., 1) ,-..,.I ~
- Eqs. (3.6) to express the variables €GJ€f3, t.u and Cl.3
in'terms of the nodal point displacements and section rotations
of Eq. (3. 2) .
Considering the representation that ",'e have chosen for the trans-
verse shear strains, we can make the following three important observa-
tions:
1) The element ;s able to represent the six rigid body modes.
The element contains the rigid body modes because zero strains are
calculated in the formulation when the element nodal point displacements
and rotations correspond to an element rigid body displacement. This
can be verified by using Eqs. (3.1) to (3.6) to evaluate the strains, but
more easily we can use the fact that the 4u node shell element of Refs. [62,
63] satisfies the rigid body mode criterion. Hence, for a rigid body
?t'])1. ~J)1
mode displacement the t:.13 and tJ,3 arE~ zero, from which it follows
that also the shear strains in Eqs. (3.3) are zero, and the rigid body
mode criterion is satisfied.
2) The element can approximate the Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis of
negligible shear deformation effects and therefore can be used for thin
shells.
Various demonstrative solutions are given in Chapter 5.
3) The element does not contain any spurious zero energy modes,
using "full il numerical integration; (see Appendix 3).
Considering the practical use of the element, the interpolation
/"'ttJ
employed for the transverse shear stra; ns shows tha t E'3 'j s constant
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with 11 and in general discontinuous at 1;= ±. 1 (between elements),
,..."
and similarly C23 is constant with ~ and in general discontinuous at
1L=:t 1 As a consequence, the accuracy with which transverse
shear stresses are predicted depends to a significant degree on the mesh
used and the geometric distortions of the elements. However, our expe-
rience is that the bending and membrane stress predictions are relative-
ly little affected by element distortions (see Chapter 5).
To employ Eq. (3.7)~ we also need to use the appropriate
constitutive relations:
(3.8)
is the fourth-order contravariant constitutive tensor in
the convected coordinates 17. The constitutive relation is known in
"the local Cartesian system of orthonormal base vectors ei , i = 1, 2, 3,
~ 33
with the general shell condition T =0 (see Fig. 2.2) [29, 62, 63J.
~",nDr
Denoting this constitutive tensor by C , the constitutive tensor
for Eq. (3.8) is obtained using the transformation [2-5],
(3.9)
9
'
where the are the contravariant base vectors of the convected co-
...
ordinates 17 These vectors are calculated using the covariant base
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vectors ~i ,where
-
(3.10)
withOX from Eq. (3.1) and the following relations [2,4],
-
(3.11-a)
and
(3.ll-b)
(3.12)
where r/J is the cofactor of the term :liJ in the matrix of the
metric tensor and IJ I is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix at
-
the point considered.
Now that the distinct features of the element have been presented,
we will focus our attention onto a general nonlinear formulation (although
limited to small strains as stated above); the linear case will then be
obtained as a subset of the more general nonlinear one.
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3.2 Total lagrangian formulation
The large displacement/rotation form~lation of the shell element
is based on the derivation given in Refs. [29, 62, 63], and the concepts
and interpolations presented in the previous section.
Equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) are used, as in the Bathe-
Bolourchi element to describe the geometry of the element at any time t,
the displacements at t and the incremental displacements from t. There-
fore, this new element also introduces the kinematic assumptions of
straight director vectors after deformations and constant thickness
measured along the director vectors, after deformation. Hence the
limitation of small strains is still in the new element.
The geometric and material nonlinear response is analyzed using
an incremental fromulation [29], in which the configuration is sought
.
for time (load step) t+~t when the configuration for time t is known.
The basis of this incremental formulation is the use of the virtual work
principle applied to the configuration at time t+~t. In essence) two
approaches can be employed leading to the updated Lagrangian (U.L.) and
total Lagrangian (T.l.) formulations. These approaches are, from a
continuum mechanics point of view, equivalent, and in the following we
develop the governing finite element relations for the T.l. formulation.
The principle of virtual work applied to the configuration at time
t+~t is [29],
J hA: SiJ ~ t~~: €~OdV=~+-4i R,.
0v or
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(3.13)
where the are the contravariant components of the second
Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor at time t+~t and referred to the configura-
t+At ,...
tion at time 0 [1,2,5,29], and the 0 E.~J are the covariant
components of the Green-Lagrange strain tensor at time t+6t and referred
to the configuration at time a [1-5, 29].
Both sets of tensor components are measured in the convected co-
ordinate system ~ ; f = 1, 2, 3. The external virtual work ;5 given by
ttA~ R...
'r and includes the work due to the applied surface tractions and
body forces.
For the incremental solution, the
composed [29] into the known quantities,
~ iJ ,..,
known increments, 0 S and DE~
stresses and strains are de-
t SiJ t"'"
0 and o € .. , and un-
'J
, so that
(3.14)
(3.15)
In addition, the strain increment can be also decomposed into a
I""J
1inear part, 0 eiJ ~, and a non1 inear part, 0 eg
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, hence
(3.16)
Substituting from Eqs. (3.14) to (3.16) into Eq. (3.13) and
linearizing the step by using
and
(3.17)
(3.18)
we obtain the linearized equation of motion
JoC iJk1 oek1 aoetd °dV + J: SiJ ~D18 °dV
°v 0'1
-
--
(3.19)
This equation is the basic equilibrium relation employed to develop the
governing finite element matrices. For the actual solution of problems
it is frequently important to use equilibrium iterations [29, Chapter 8J.
The finite element matrices and vectors used in these iter'ations can be
derived directly from the matrices obtained using Eq. (3.19). Note that
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"",;Oll
the incremental constitutive fourth-order tensor 0 C~ is now ob-
C
A mf)°f
tained using in Eq. (3.9) 0 , based on the condition that
0
1: SA l~ __ 0 t :; 13 0
, which implies the natural shell condition ~ = only
in the small strain case [29, 109J.
The basic problem of the finite element discretization of Eq. (3.19)
lies in expressing the strain terms by the finite element interpolations.
Using the definition of the Green-Lagrange strain components:
(3.20)
and the relations in Eqs. (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) we obtain
~
of- <f hk'i hr,idkar(-o<.t ~~Ir+~/c fM1). (-o<rt( +-~f '11') (3.21-b)(; = 1,2)
with the notation hk,i = ghk J y.; :[ ~Ic Ul.1t u; ] , and
OTr
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(3.22-a)
o8:· f [ blr,J b!"J !Jk ·Yf
+t hl,l b"tdf (- ~r ~ ~'.~ +~r t~~ f!.tt:)
+thl'Jbr,~ak(-O<k ~~k·Y,+fk f~k.Yr)
+!f~hk,l h",~ aka, (-r/.. k1:~1tt-fk t~')-(-o(l.~~!f~~3. 22-b)
Further, we obtain for the transverse shear strains, using Eqs. (3.3)
and (3.6),
o ee =t (1+ r;;)[t~~ (U!-u:)+t t~~. t-tXil~~/+~ldj i'!h1
- ~a.2 t~:+f.z <Jot t ~~.)]
+f (f- Ii)[t~~ (ut -U;3)+ j t~ (-eX"G, i~/+t+a~ f~4
- O(~a3 ~~+~3a3/')] (3 .23-a)
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and,
o 83 =:tr (1+ Ii)[(-lXj aJf~f +~1aJ t ~/ -o<.ta.t t ~~+/'.eck t If( )
(ui- U1)]
i- b: (1-~) [(-CX4a~~~~ +~~ a~t~; -0(3d! i'k1 +(33a:'!Jf)
(ut-ut)] (3.23-b)
(3.24-b)
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Note that, since we assur~ the thickness of the shell to remain
~,.."
constant during the deformations, the strain oE:!~ through the element
thickness is zero.
The expressions in Eqs. (3.21) to (3.24) are substituted into
Eq. (3.19) which in the standard manner yields the linear strain increment-
al stiffness matrix ;K:L ,the nonlinear strain (or geometric) incrementalt- tFstiffness matrix oK,,1.. and the nodal point force vector ,,_ in the
finite element incremental equilibrium relations [29J,
(3.25)
where,
(3.26)
and
(3.27)
see Appendix 4.
t'n , ,...., t,.,
For the definition of oQ1. '0 BI'tL. and o~
-
The element matrices in Eq. (3.25) correspond to 5 degrees of
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freedom per node (see Fig. 2.1), but as we have already stated above, in
some applications it is convenient to use instead of O<i and ~k three
rotations about the global coordinate axes. In this case, we simply
transform the matrices of Eq. (3.25) in the standard Inanner [2·9].
In order to evaluate the element behavior we have considered three
different material models:
(i) The linear elastic material model, with a linear relation
between the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress components and the Green-
Lagrange strain components,
(3.28)
where :cijk( is constant with t.
(ii) The elastic-plastic material model, using the von Mises yield
It has been implemented ascondition and isotropic hardening [104, 105].
described in Ref. [62J.
(iii) The thermoelastic material model, in which
(3.29)
where the t ~kf are the covariant components of the metric tensor at time t
in the convected system, obeX is the therm.ll expansion coefficient and t e is
the temperature at time t. This material model considers temperature-
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dependent mechanical constants E= E(e), v= ?(e) , 0(= cx(8) ,
and has been implemented as described in Ref. [88].
3.3 Some remarks on the presented element
Since the strains E'3 and t:'Ut do not satisfy the displacement-
strain relations (kinematic relations), the element contains incompatible
modes. Therefore, it is necessary that the patch-test [35, 36J be passed.
In Chapter 5 we begin our numerical investigation of the element by:
a) verifying that under various conditions of distortion, the
element does not contain spurious rigid body modes, as was
stated earlier;
b) verifying that the patch test is passed.
Much effort has been directed in the last decades towards the
development of a simple and efficient plate element (geometric linear
analysis). Although our general 4-node shell element can, of course,
be used to analyze plates, and ;s used as such in some of the examples of
Chapter 5, the formulation can be much more effective if specialized for
a plate element. In Appendix 5, we present such a specialization.
The plate element obtained ;s very similar to the modified QUAD4 element
reported in Ref. [82-b]; the difference lies in that we interpolate co-
variant tensor components measured in the convected coordinate system for
the transverse shear strains and MacNeal, using the same interpolation,
interpolates physical components. Our formulation allows the development
of non-flat and nonlinear elements, as shown above.
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4. SOLUTION OF NONLINEAR FINITE ELEMENT EQUATIONS
In this chapter we develop first an algorithm for tracing the
static nonlinear equilibrium path, in the load-displacements space, of a
general finite element structural model. Then also an algorithm for
calculating linearized buckling loads is given [90].
Both algorithms were implemented in the general purpose nonlinear
fin'ite element computer program ADINA [111], and ;n the last section of
this chapter some small demonstrative examples are presented. In Chap-
ter 5, we use the algorithms for solving shell structural models.
4.1 Incremental solution algorithm
We assume that an appropriate finite element representation to
idealize the physical problem has been selected and that now we are only
concerned with the solution of the governing equations. Using the
notation of Ref. [29], these equations are
t ... At R
-
(4.1)
~+L\tRwhere ;s a vector of externally applied nodal point loads, and
t"4t F ..is a vector of nodal point forces equivalent (in the virtual
work sense) to the internal element stresses, both being evaluated at
time t+f1t.
We consider only static response of structures and time indepen-
dent constitutive relations. Hence, the time veriable ;s merely denoting
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a load level.
The usual incremental solution of Eq. (4.1) results in the
following iterative scheme [29, Chapter 8J,
(4.2)
where 1:KIt-I'
-
is a coefficient matrix and L\ !:J <iJ ,. S an increment to
the current displacement vector,
(4.3)
TK,I-OThe coefficient matrix is different in the various
procedures used. In the full Newton-Raphson technique and the BFGS
method [29], the matrix ;s updated in every iteration, whereas in a
modified Newton iteration, the matrix is only updated at certain times.
Line searches can also be effective using each of these methods [29, 96],
and it ;s clearly possible to combine Newton and quasi-Newton iterations
and line searches ;~ one step-by-step solution scheme.
An early study of the advantages and disadvantages of various
solution procedures was reported in [89].
However, in that reference two major assumptions were made.
First, it was assumed that the analyst prescribes the various lOdo levels
for which the equilibrium configurations are to be calculated; this ;s
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not possible without an a-priori knowledge of the load carrying capacity
of the structure. Second, it was assumed that only the response up to
the collapse of the structure was sought; i.e. the post-collapse response
was not required. However, in some analyses the response after the
(or !) critical point has been reached ;s of interest. By a critical
point we mean a bifurcation point or limit (collapse) point [14, 15J.
In this section we describe an algorithm that we have developed and
implemented to automatically choose appropriate load steps and calculate
the pre- and post-collapse response of a structure.
4.1.1 Incremental solution algorithm using modified Newton iterations
In what follows we assume that the structure ;s subjected to d
proportionally varying load. In this case, the basic equations to be
solved are, based on Eq. (4.2),
....
(4.4)
t+ At 1\
where A is the load factor that describes the intensity of the
reference load vectorR to be applied at time t+~t. The difficulty
-
lies in defining the load factor for each load step ~t, 26t, ... prior
to the incremental analysis.
4.1.1.1 Load constraints
The essence of the automatic algorithm that we have studied lies
in the automatic selection of the incremental load levels, and the
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iteration with the load level and the displacements. The basic idea
of iterating in the load-displacement space was researched earlier by
a number of investigators (see Refs. [91-101]).
When the iteration ;s performed in the load-displacement space,
Eq. (4.4) is used in the forM
l'KtJ. U(i):: ( t "'Aot ) ,i-1) -I- L1A0») R_~+dt F(i-I)
-
(4.5)
and an additional equation is employed to constrain the length of the
load step:
f(Ll A0) ) l1 U(&, ) = 0
...
(4.6)
Several constraint equations of this form have been proposed,
such as the tangent constant arc-length [91], and the spherical constant
arc-length techniques [93, 95].
In our research, we found that for an automatic algorithm it is
effective to use two different constraints depending on the response and
load level considered; namely, the spherical constant arc-length and the
constant increment of external work.
We use the spherical constant arc-length in the response regions
far from the critical points, and in this case Eq. (4.6) is
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where
U(i) =t+A! Util - ~ 11 (4.7-b)
and UT --I u! u:] uM 1\ ; where J) corresponds to the transl a-
... - -
tional degrees of freedom and UR to the rotational ones; Llt (dimen-
--
sionless) ;s the arc-length.
The scheme of constant increment of external work ;s used Itnearll
the critical points. In this case, Eq. (4.6) ;s for the first iteration.
(4.8-a)
and for the next iterations,
(4.8-b)
where ~ is the amount of external work in the step (and is positive or
negati ve).
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4.1.1.2 Iterations within a load step
Prior to the start of the incremental solution, the analyst speci-
fies three items.
(1) The user inputs the reference load distribution, which
corresponds to the vector Bin Eq. (4.5). This load is varied propor-
tionally during the analysis (t~ R), and can be due to distributed and
-
concentrated loads.
(2) The user specifies the displacement at a node corresponding
to the first load level (i.e. corresponding to 4tA). We denote this
AtU*displacement as k. Here we consider that to start the incremental
solution it ;s easier to specify the displacement at a node, that the
user selects, than the intensity (4t~ ) of the loads.
(3) The displacements corresponding to time ~t determined by the
At u.
specified displacement k also limit the size of any subsequent
load change per step, because the user specifies a constant C( and the
algorithm assures that
(4.9)
where II UII denotes the Eucl idian norm of the vector U , which is the
- -J1~Udi spl acement increment in any load step and _ are the di sp1acements
corresponding to time ~t.
a) Solution for the eguilibrium configuration at time ~t
with prescribed displacement At:U;
For this first load step, Eq. (4.5) reduces to
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G K~U(L) =(At A(i--O +- c1 ALil) R_AiF0-4)
- -- - ...
with the initial conditions
(4.10)
(4.11-a)
(4.11-b)
The solution is obtained using the scheme discussed in [94].
For ;=1, we use
Then for ;=2, 3, ... we use two equations instead of Eq. (4.10),
o I< !J. ali) =Ai A0-0 R_4t F£/-4)
-
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(4.12)
(4. 13-a )
(4.13-b)
(4.14)
A u= ell A 1 C.i) A L(f)
where we note that L1 : LJA Ll l
-- -
(4.15)
Since the displace- .
ment at the degree of freedom k is imposed, we have the condition
(4.16)
and then,
(4.17)
(4.18-a)
-
(4.18-b)
Convergence of the iteration is reached when [29, 89]
where ETOl ;s an energy convergence toierance.
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An additional convergence criterion that can be used is
· R 4i r: it)
114t ~ ill f - I,. II ~ RNORM
- -
{4.19-b}
(4.19-c)
In (4.19-b), thegE:ner'alized forces corresponding to translational
degrees of freedom are considered (unbalanced force), and in (4.19-c),
the ones corresponding to rotational degrees of freedom (unbalanced moment)
are considered. To decide whether Eqs. (4.19-b) and (4.19-c) are going
to be used, and in the selection of E. TOL ,RNDRM and AMNDRM ,
some insight on the part of the analyst ;s required.
b) Solutions for the equilibrium configurations at times 2~t,
36t, 4~t, ... using the spherical constant arc-length algorithm
At the beginning of each such solution we calculate :he load-step
1ength Af ,
(4.20)
U
-
- *U - t-~,. U Btwhere ; and the constant ,- scales the previous
-. -
load step length to an appropriate current load step length as discussed
in Eqs. (4.30) and (4.31).
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Using Eq. (4.5) we now obtain for iteration ;=1,
(4.21)
-
and
AUm=Lia(4) + tJ,').. (4) L1 Ucf)
-
(4.22)
(4.23-a)
(4.23-b)
(4.23-c)
L] 1 (4)where the load increment ~
step length, i.e. Eq. (4.7-a)
is determined from the current load
For iterations i=2, 3, ... we use the solution of Eq. (4.22), and
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in addition we solve
so that
i+4t II (i) =t~~fUa-o + d il d) +!1"£0Ll IT 0)
- -
A t\ tl)
Equation (4.7-a) now yields LJA ,and we then have
(4.25)
(4.26)
(4.27)
Convergence in the iteration is again measured with the energy
criterion plus (optionally) the unbalanced force/moment criterion.
ur+4t ~ ill Rtot _ t+~t C'M
g A 'I I t- II ~ AMN0RM
-
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(4.28-b)
(4.28-c)
We note that Ll )(i) is obtained from a quadratic equation, so
that different situations can arise.
(i) We do not obtain any real roots. In this case we restart
from the last established equilibrium position using the constant incre-
ment of external work algorithm (see -c-).
(ii) We obtain two real roots. To select between both roots, we
use a criterion based on the one discussed in [96]. First we define for
each root (j=l, 2)
((j : U(i-4) T
If s~n ~ *' s~n rot, we select the root for which ~ is
positive; if S31l ~ = 55" t.t ,we select the root that gives a
solution closest to the one that would provide a tangent arc-length algo-
rithm.
Once a new equilibrium configuration has been determined, we check
whether the condition in Eq. (4.9) is satisfied. If it is not satisfied,
we restart from the previous equilibrium configuration using
Ll~1 :~m ~
new J\lold« U II
- dcrlJClI
(4.30)
If Eq. (4.9) is satisfied, we proceed with the solution for the
next load increment using
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II hl1611~e
II UIIaetu.I
(4.31)
where Nl is the optimum number of iterations (input to the program),
and ~ is the number of iterations that were used in the previous load
step increment.
The decision of whether or not to reform ~~ is also made based
on the comparison of N.;. vs. Ni .
In our numerical experimentation we found the above scheme to be
effective as long as the solution is not too close to a critical point,
at which time it is more efficient to use the scheme of constant increment
of external work. The measure used to decide whether to switch from the
constant arc-length to the constant increment of external work scheme ;s
the value of *W/"-~\tJ When this value is close to unity, Le.
when 1"'~"*W/t-4~WI, 1+~ where Sis small (e.g. 0.15), the
algorithm uses the constant increment of external work scheme.
c) Solutions for the equilibrium configurations at times 2~t,
3~t, 46~, ... , using the constant increment of external work
algorithm
At the beginning of each step we calculate
(4.32)
where t~ corresponds to Eq. (4.8-a) and~' is a constant which we set
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equa1 to ~~ / t"4t A
The iteration is now performed as for the scheme using the sphe-
rical constant arc-length (see -b-), but with Eqs. (4.8-a) and (4.8-b),
to determine the increment Ll AOJ .
For the first iteration we use Eqs. (4.21) to (4.23) and
Eq. (4. a-a) .
For iterations i=2, 3,4, ... we use Eqs. (4.22), (4.25) to (4.27),
and (4.8-b), and convergence is measured in the same way as in the sphe-
rical constant arc-length scheme.
'\ (i)
In these iterations we always obtain two real roots for Ll A
" i\ (4) f1-4~ \ & J
when i=2, 3, ..• ; and the same holds for tJ A provided VV is
II small enough" and equilibrium was sufficiently well satisfied at: the end
of the previous load step.
t+4t '''" /For the definition of a IIsma'l enough VV II consider a one
degree of freedom case, see Fig. 4.1
Figure 4.1 Maximum
~ equilibrium config. at t
m.x. t+4tW)
to be used in a step
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4.1.1.3 Some general remarks
Considering the iterative schemes described in the prev~ous sec-
tions we note that the coefficient matrix ;s not necessarily positive
definite. If the matrix is not positive definite, a critical point has
been passed, but the triangular factorization can be completed, provided
there is no multiplier growth [29]. In practice, the triangular facto-
rization only fails if it ;s attempted at, or very close to, a critical
point - a situation that is hardly observed.
We also note that a number of constants have to be selected and
initialized for the algorithm; namely,o( , & and ~J. Reasonable
values for ~ and ri! are 0.15 and 6, respectively; effective values
for 0< are problem-dependent. If the prescribed displacement
is small, a large value of 0< may be appropriate.
The proper choice of these constants, the definition of ~' in
(4.32) and Eqs. (4.30) and (4.31) does affect the performance of the
solution algorithm, but more experience need be ~a;ned before more spe-
cific recommendations can be made.
4.1.2 Incremental solution algorithm ~sing full Newton iterations
The same solution algorithm described in Section 1.1 was imple-
mented using a full Newton iteration strategy. Although the stiffness
matrix has to be reformed for every iteration, implying very costly
numerical integrations, and Eqs. (4.12) or (4.22) have to be solved for
every iteration, in some cases (e.g. snap-back characteristic), the use
of this strategy results in a more efficient solution.
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4.2 Linearized buckling analysis
The automatic solution procedures presented in Section 4.1
calculate incrementally the complete equilibrium path, including the post-
collapse response. The analysis of the complete nonlinear response can
be quite expensive and in some cases, in which the pre-buckling displace-
ments are negligible, a linearized buckling analysis can be of value
for the designer. In the case of shell structural analyses, due to the
imperfection sensitivity [13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 23J of some of these
structures, great care must be taken when using a linearized buckling
load for design purposes and use should be made of the historical data
available on the shell considered in codes and other references (knock-
down factorsj [24].
Let 1; decide the load level at which buckling would occur in an
incremental analysis, then we have
(4.33)
In the linearized buckling analysis we assume that
...
(4.34)
where t-.U R+A(~R~ f-44 R)
- - -
;s the linear approximation to the
buckling load. The relation in Eq. (4.34) can be applied at any time
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~t, 2~t, 3~t, ... , but clearly as£umes that from time t-~t onwards the
linear strain and nonlinear strain stiffness matrices change proportio-
nally with additional load increments. Obviously, this ;s a severe
assumption and may lead to greatly overestimating the buckling load [29,
102] in problems with a softening characteristic.
Considering Eqs. (4.33) and (4.34) we obtain the eigenproblem
(4.35)
L1 f-41 K ~where K: - K
- -
(in general indefinite). Hence,;n general
the problem in Eq. (4.35) has negative and positive eigenvalues [113, 114].
Another eigenproblem for calculating the buckling load is reached
by writing Eq. (4.35) in the form
(4.36)
where ~ =1/ A and-assuming that we require the smallest positive
eigenvalue of Eq. (4.35)~ which we call ~J -- we now want to calculate
the largest positive eigenvalue of Eq. (4.36).
Hence we can impose a shift ,:: 1.0 onto the problem in
Eq. (4.36) and consider the eigenproblem
¥ t-~i K¢
-- -
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(4.37)
where now all eigenvalues ~ are positive and we seek the smallest posi-
tive eigenvalue ~ . The critical load factor is given by
{4.38}
1- ~
Considering Eqs. (4~35) and (4.37) it appears that Eq. (4.37) ;s
employed most effectively, because L1~ does not need to be formed and
.-
all eigenvalues are positive. The subspace iteration method [29, 115J
is used to solve the eigenproblem.
If Ai is large, ~ is close tl) 1.0, then all the eigenvalues of
(4.37) are closely spaced between ~ and 1.0, making the eigensolution
quite difficult [29]. Also, if we calculate
!
(4.39)
we see that the error i~ the determination of ~ is magnified when
calculating Al ,if ~ is close to unity.
In this case, to enlarge the relative spacing (ratio) between
eigenvalues and improve the solution convergence [29J, an add;t;on~l
shift J<1.0 is to be imposed, in the form
= (¥-J) f-At K¢
- -
(4.40)
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In our numerical experimentation we obtained good results with
the following strategy:
(i) After the second of the subspace iterations in which q trial
vectors [29J are used we calculate
(4.41)
where Ai is the current approximation to the j-th eigenvalue of (4.40).
If r ~ f.Ol no initial shifting is appl ied, but if r <1.D1
In case the above results in Jin;/ui)l < 0.5
shifting ;s applied.
(4.42)
, no initial
...
(ii) Additional shifts Jt : 0.8 Ai are imposed if prior to
reaching a tolerance [29] of 10-2 for the first eigenvalue, the expected
number of additional iterations for convergence (t ) calculated as in
[115], is larger than the available number of iterations (tav ),
log (tali)
t= 109 ( d) (4.43)
where toli is the increase in accuracy still to be gained for the first
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eigenvalue in the subspace iterations, and cI is the current approxi-
mation to the convergence rate. Also,
tav =lmax - te (4.44)
where t~x is defined by the analyst (maximum number of iterations per
eigenvalue being sought) and Ie is the number of iterations that have
already been performed after the latest shift.
4.3 Some sample solutions
In this section we present some experiences using the algorithms
described above.
In the analyses described below we deal with somewhat simple
structures whose responses, however, contain the important different fea-
tures of complex analyses.
4.3.1 Structure with snap-through characteristic
Figure 4.2.a shows a two bar structure considered subjected to a
compressive load. The equilibrium path obtained using the automatic
algorithm is coincident with the one determined analytically in [29].
The performance of the automatic load stepping algorithm is interesting.
We note that it switched near the critical points automatically from the
constant arc-length criterion to the constant external work criterion,
and vice versa. For this case, the algorithm that uses the full Newton
iteration strategy is slightly more efficient than the one that uses the
modified Newton strategy.
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4.3.2 Structures with stiffening characteristic
Figures 4.2.b and 4.3 present the results obtained for problems
with stiffening behavior (using the modified Newton iteration).
4.3.3 Structure with snap-back characteristic
The simple elastic truss structure shown in Fig. 4.4 was analyzed
in [99] using a displacement controlled method. Due to the snap-back
characteristic, the displacement at node 1 could not be used as the
controlling displacement.
To use the automatic algorithm, an initial displacement was imposed
at node 1 and from there on, the response was automatically traced.
The solution results·are given in Fig. 4.4 and are coincident with
the solution obtained in [99].
For tracing the equilibrium path shown in the figure, the auto-
matic algorithm using full Newton iterations needs 39 steps; in the same
number of steps, the algorithm using modified Newton iterations only pro-
ceeds up to point A. In this case, the use of full Newton iterations
results in a more effective solution.
4.3.4 Structures with collapse characteristics
Figure 4.5 shows the model considered for the analysis of an
elastic-perfectly-plastic thick-walled cylinder. The response calculated
with the automatic load stepping algorithm is also shown in the same
figure, and compared with the solution reported in [106].
The difficulty of calculating the collapse load with prescribed
load levels lies in that very small load increments near the ultimate load
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, Figure 4.4 Analysis of a structure with snap-back characteristic
using updated Lagrangian formulation
must be chosen--which for a complex structure in practice is not known--
whereas the automatic load stepping algorithm computes the complete load-
displacement response fully automatically.
In Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 the collapse response of two elastic-perfect-
ly-plastic truss structures is calculated. In both cases geometric non-
linearities have to be included in order to be able to trace the complete
equilibrium path, for a complete discussion of this two cases see
Ref. [90].
4.3.5 Linearized buckling analysis of a circular ring
The circular ring shown in Fig. 4.8 was modeled using sixty 3-node
isoparametr;c beam elements [29J. The ring ;s subjected to external
pressure, which is assumed not to change direction.
The analytical buckling pressure for the ring is given in [107].
We used Eqs. (4.35) and (4.37) to calculate the value of Pcr for
the finite element model. Using 2 point Gauss integration along the
element axes we obtained the exact value, whereas with 3 point integra-
tion the calculated buckling load was 8.3% too high.
4.3.6 Thermal buckling of rectangular plate
The simply supported plate subjected to increasing temperature was
analyzed, as shown in Fig~ 4.9, using 9-node shell elements [88J.
The linearized buckling analysis was carried out using Eq. (4.37),
and the calculated critical temperature, compared with the analytical one
[103J, has an error of 0.12%. Com~lete numerical integration was used in
the evaluation of the shell element matrices.
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5.. NUMERICAL TESTS AND PROBLEM SOLUTIONS
In Chapter 3 we have presented the formulation of a new, non-flat,
4-node nonlinear shell element and stated that we implemented it in the
computer program ADINA [111J.
A study of the numerical behavior of the element must next be done.
Our purpose, in the present chapter, is to report upcn numerical experi-
mentation in an organized way such that the following objectives are
achieved:
{;} We show that the new element converges, implying by this [31J
that it is stable and consistent.
(ii) We examine the solutions it provides for some elementary
problems so that we can verify that the element behaves as we expected
(e.g. ability to approximate the Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis for thin shells
under different geometrical configurations), and at the same time gain
more insight about the element performance.
(iii) For some benchmark linear problems we compare its rate of
convergence with other existing shell elements.
(iv) We show via some simple problems that the element can be
reliably used for general nonlinear analysis.
(v) We compare the solutions it provides in nonlinear analyses
with experimental, analytical or numerical solutions obtained using other
nonlinear shell elements. In this way we will be able to judge on the
element performance (accuracy plus efficiency) in nonlinear analysis.
The numerical solutions are all obtained using 2x2 Gauss integration
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in the Ti = 0 surface of the element, and 2 and 4 point Gauss integra-
tion in the ~ direction, for elastic and elasto-plastic analyses,
respectively.
In some of the nonlinear problems the automatic load stepping
algorithm of Chapter 4 is used.
5.1 Convergence check
First the stability issue will be discussed. In Appendix 3, we
presented an argument towards showing that the formulated shell element
does not present, under any geometrical configuration, spurious rigid
body modes. As a first step to test the element, the eigenvalues of the
stiffness matrices of undistorted and distorted elements were calculated.
In all cases, as expected, the element displayed the six rigid body modes
and no spurious zero energy modes.
In order to check for the consistency of the formulation, since
the transverse shear stresses do not satisfy the strain-displacement
relations (incompatibility), the patch test needs to be performed [35,
36J. For doing this, the mesh shown in Fig. 5.1 was used. In the first
analysis,the mesh was loaded with the constant bending moment indicated
and a constant curvature (1 inear distribution of rotations) \4Jas obtained
for both plate thicknesses in the two plate directions. The transverse
displacements predicted by the model were - as expected - those of
Kirchhoff-Love plate theory at nodes 7 and 8.
In the second analysis, the rotational degrees of freedom were
deleted and the mesh was subjected to shear forces. As expected, for
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In the third analysis, the mesh was subjected to an external
twisting moment. In the thin plate analysis, constant curvatures were
obtained in both plate directions and the transverse displacements agreed
with the analytical thin plate theory solution. In the thick plate
analysis, a slight nonsymmetry in the displacement response (the third
digit) was obtained due to the nonsymmetr;c representation of the trans-
verse shear deformations. This nonsymmetry is not observed, if the
shear deformations are suppressed (which corresponds to thin plate theory)
by choosing a large value for the shear correction factor k [29, p. 236J
(or when using rectangular elements in the mesh).
Finally, it should be noted that the patch test is of course
passed for the three membrane stress states (Tll , T22 and T12 constants).
5.2 Some simple problems in linear analysis
5.2.1 Cantilever linear analyses
A cantilever of unit width, thickness 0.1 and lengths 10 and 100
was subjected to a tip bending moment. The structure was modeled using
one single element, two distorted elements and four triangular elements
obtained each of them degenerating a quadrilateral element, as shown in
Fig. 5.2. The results obtained in these analyses for the displacement
and rotations at the cantilever tip and the stresses were coincident with
those of Bernoulli beam theory.
This shows, as expected, that
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(i) the element does not lock,
(ii) it can approximate the Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis.
Also it shows that (i) and (ii) are valid, regardless of the
element distortions.
Next, the cantilever in Fig. 5.3.2 was analyzed for the transverse
tip load shown. Using 4 equal size elements to idealize the cantilever,
again good results were obtained when compared with beam theoretical
results.
Finally, the elements modeling the cantilever were distorted as
shown in Fig. 5.3.6. for a thin and a thick cantilever. The results
show that the transverse displacements and normal bending stresses are
almost insensitive to the element distortions. However, the calculated
transverse shear stresses (not shown in the figure) are not accurate.
5.2.2 Linear analysis of simply supported plate
A simply supported plate was considered for a static and a fre-
quency analysis using a consistent mass matrix. To model one quarter of
the plate a 4x4 mesh of equal elements was used. Figure 5.4 gives a
comparison of the numerically and analytically [6, 112J predicted results.
The same plate was also analyzed for its static response using the dis-
torted element mesh also shown in Fig. 5.4(a) and the results of
Fig. 5.4(c) were obtained. Again, as in the previous example, we can
see that the results are almost insensitive to the element distortions.
5.3 linear analysis of a cylindrical (Scordelis-Lo) shell
The shell structure shown in Fig. 5.5 has frequently been used as
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Figure 5.5 Linear analysis of a cylindrical shell subjected to dead weight.
The 2x1 result refers to the solution obtained with two 16-node
shell elements spanning from C to S. The 16x16 result refers to
the use of 512 equal triangular OKT elements.
a benchmark problem to test shell elements [46, 87J. Figure 5.5 shows
the solution obtained with our element. In each of the solutions uniform
meshes with equal sized elements were employed over one quarter of the
shell. Solutions obtained using the 3-node DKT triangular elenlent [111J
and the 16-node isoparamteric element [111J are also shown for comparison.
5.4 Linear analysis of a pinched cylinder
The pinched cylinder problem shown in Fig. 5.6 was also frequently
analyzed to test shell elements. Figure 5.6 shows the convergence be-
havior obtained with our new element, when comparing the finite element
solutions with the series given in Refs. [7, 51J. Note that using the
16-node isoparametric shell element of Refs. [62, 63J, also a fairly
large number of degrees of freedom are required to p,"edict the }'esponse
of the cylinder accurately.
5.5 Some simple problems of nonlinear analysis
S.S.! Large deflection analysis of a cantilever
The cantilever shown in Fig. 5.7 was analyzed for its large d;s-
placemen~ and large rotation response. This is a typical problem con-
sidered to test the geometric nonlinear behavior of beam and shell ele-
ments [60, I11J. Figure 5.7 shows also the models used in the analysis.
The first two models are single elelnent, cubic and parabolic ;soparametric
degenerated shell element models. ~odel I predicts the response of the
cantilever very accurately, whereas model II yields an accurate response
solution in linear analysis but locks once the element ;s curved in the
nonlinear response solution. This observation is in accordance with
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the results reported in Chapter 2 and in Ref. [66J.
The same nodal point layouts were employed for models III and
IV using our new 4-node shell element. Figure 5.7 gives also the results
obtained with these models. It is seen that model III yields an nccu-
rate large displacement response prediction, and even model IV yields
quite accurate results up to about 60 degrees of rotation. The computer
time required in these analyses was only little different using models I,
III and IV.
Another important result is shown in Fig. 5.8. As reported in
Chapter 2 and Ref. [66J, the cubic shell element is sensitive to lIin-
plane ll distortions) and hence it is interesting to study the effect of
using a distorted element mesh in the analysis of a cantilever.
Figure 5.8 summarizes the results obtained using the one cubic element
and three 4-node elements with a nodal layout that corresponds to dis-
torting the elements. It;s seen that the predictive capability of our
new 4-node element ;s considerably less sensitive to the element dis-
tortions.
5.5.2 Analysis of a rhombic cantilever
The rhombic cantilever shown in Fig. 5.9, fixed at one side and
subjected to constant pressure was analyzed using a 4x4 element mesh.
The results for the transverse displacements at six locations are com-
pared against the solutions obtained using the DKT triangular element of
Ref. [64], using the 16-node ;soparametric element (with 4x4x2 Gauss
integration) and experimental measurements reported in Ref. [85]. In
all cases a one step geometric nonlinear analysis with BFGS equilibrium
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iterations [29J was performed. Good correspondence between the exper;-
mental results and the solution obtained using our new 4-node element is
observed.
5.6 Geometric nonlinear response of a shallow spherical shell
Figure 5.10 shows the spherical shell that was nlso analyzed in
Ref. [63] with one cubic shell element, modeling one quarter of the shell.
To test our new 4-node shell element, the same nodal point layout as in
Ref. [63J was used, giving a mesh of nine elements. Figure 5.10 shows
the response calculated, including the post-buckling response (not re-
ported in Ref~ [63J), with the automatic load stepping algorithm (modi-
fied Newton iterations) of Chapter 4 and Ref. [90J. Good correspondence
with the analytical solution of Leicester [11] and the solution of
Horrigmoe [86] was obtained. The solution with the 16-node element was
·almost twice as expensive as the 4-node element solution (using in both
cases the same parameters for the automatic step-by-step solution algo~
rithm).
5.7 Linear buckling analysis and large deflection response of
a simply-supported stiffened plate
The stiffened plate shown in Fig. 5.11 was analyzed for its buckl-
ing response. Since we expect the buckling mode to be symmetric [12J,
only one quarter of the plate was modeled using symmetry boundary condi-
tions. The model consists of nine 4-node shell elements and three
2-node isobeam elements. At the nodes where the shell element connects
to a beam element, three rotational degrees of freedom aligned with the
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global axes are considered for the shell element. In order to avoid
locking of the isoparametric beam elements, one point Gauss integration
along the beam axes was used. This does not introduce spurious zero
energy modes in the model, and it provides an isobeam formulation equi-
valent to the new shell formulation.
The linearized buckling problem was solved as described in
Chapter 4, Eq. (4.37), and we obtained
acr (finite element solution)
----------- = 1.02
acr (analytical solution)
Next, an initial imperfection with the shape of the first buckling
mode and a maximum amplitude of 1/5th of the plate thickness was intro-
duced. Figure 5.11 shows the large deflection response of this model as
calculated using the automatic load stepping scheme of Chapter 4, with
modified Newton iterations (Ref. [90J). A tight energy convergence tole-
ranee was used to obtain the solution.
5.8 Analysis of elastic-plastic response of a circuk!:..J?late
The thin circular plate shown in Fig. 5.12 was analyzed for its
elastic-plastic response when subjected to a concentrated load at its
center. The plate ;s simply-supported with its edges restrained from
moving in its plane.
IIn a first solution, the plate model shown in Fig. 5.12(a) was
used to analyze the plate assuming small displacements (material-non-
linear-only conditions). Figure 5.12 shows that the theoretical collapse
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load [108J is overestimated, but for the coarse mesh used, the predicted
response is qUite reasonable.
In a secJnd solution, large displacements and elastic-plastic
conditions were assumed and in this case the stiffening behavior of the
plate shown in Fig. 5.12(b) was predicted. In order to have a compari-
son, also the model of five axisymmetric 8-node elements shown in
Fig. 5.12(a) was solved. Figure 5.12 shows that both models predict
in essence the same response; however, in this case relatively little
plasticity was developed for the range of displacements considered.
5.9 Large deflection elastic-plastic analysis of cylindrical shell
Figure 5.13 shows a cylindrical shell, made of an elastic-perfect-
ly-plastic material, subjected to a constant vertical pressure per unit
of projected area on the horizontal plane. The shell is simply-supported
at its ends on in-plane rigid diaphragms (they do not have stiffness in
the axial direction of the shell).
The problem was analyzed using a 9x9 mesh of our 4-node element and,
using the same nodal layout, a 3x3 mesh of the 16-node ;soparamter;c shell
element (with 4x4x4 Gauss integration). For both models a geometric and
material nonlinear analysis (TLF) was performed using the modified Newton
version of the automatic stepping algorithm [90J.
The solutions obtained are shown in Fig. 5.13, and they are co-
incident with the solution reported in Ref. [59J (in that case, the
solution was carried out only up to approximately Ws = 125).
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5.10 Dynamic analysis of a simply-supported elastic-plastic plate
The shell element presented in Chapter 3 can also be used for non-
linear dynamic analysis of shells using any time integration scheme.
The plate shown in Fig. 5.14{a) was modeled, as shown, using six-
teen 4-node elements. The central difference method [29J was used in
order to calculate its time history when subjected to a step uniform
pressure j and therefore a lumped mass matrix was assembled, as shown in
Ref. [62].
In performing the dynamic analysis we used a material-nonlinear-
only formulation, and ~t = 4.0 x 10-6. The calculated time history of
the vertical displacement at the center ;s compared with the solutions
given in [110] and [62, 63] (using nine 8-node elements).
The peak response for this problem was reported to be, in a
finite element model, dependent on the number of integration points
through the elements thickness [84J.
5.11 Circular plate with constant temperature gradient through
the thickness
In order to test the element response, when using the thermo-
elastic material model, a circular plate of R/h=10, simply supported
along its edge, and subjected to constant temperature gradient through
the thickness was considered, using a geometrically linear analysis.
The analytical solution is given in [103], and an important aspect
of it is that L •• =0 at every point inside the plate.lJ
To perform the analysis, 8-node and 16-node ;soparametric shell
-115-
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elements were used, with different numerical integration schemes [88J, as
well as our new 4-node shell element.
In Fig. 5.15 a resume of the results that were obtained ;s
presented.
Two different measures of error are listed:
a) The error in the displacement at the center of the plate as
compared with the displacement predicted in the analytical solution (Ew ).
b) The error in'the stress prediction at the integration points
is represented by
E't:: max [ I Trr I
I Eol..el ]
where 1rtr is the principal stress predicted at the integration point
and e its temperature.
The results show again the good predictive capability of our new
4-node shell element.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
A new four-node non-flat generai nonlinear shell element, an
algorithm for automatically tracing the nonlinear response of a finite
element model in the load-displacement space and an algorithm for effi-
ciently calculating linearized buckling loads have been developed.
The new shell element has the following important properties:
- The element is formulated using three-dimensional continuum
mechanics theory; hence the use of the element ;s not restricted
by application of a specific shell theory.
- The element is reliable and has good predictive capabilityintheana-
lysis of moderately thick and thin shells (the element does not lock).
- The amount of computations required to cJlculate the element
stiffness matrix are very closely those that are used in standard
isoparametr;c formulations. The computer time used could b~
reduced considerably in elastic analysis by using analytical
integration through the element thickness; in Appendix 5 we have
presented this formulation for the specific case of linear plate
elements.
In this thesis, we have presented the formulation and some applica-
tions of the element. The solution results obtained are most encouraging,
but a formal mathematical convergence study of the element would be very
valuable.
Finally, it should be noted that the element presented here provides
a very attractive basic formulation that could be extended to large strain
-119-
analysis and analysis of composite shells. Also, the concepts applied
here to formulate a 4-node element could equally well be employed in an
effective manner to formulate higher-order shell elements.
Regarding the automatic stepping algorithm presented in Chapter 4,
it has performed well in the solution of various problems using either
modified or full Newton iterations (e.g. softening, stiffening, collapse,
and post-buckling analyses). However, improvements in this solution
procedure should still be pursued, in particular with regard to the use
of the BFGS method and line searches in the solution strategy. Also, more
experience with this algorithm will be valuable in order to confirm and
possibly improve the use of the various tolerances and decision making pro-
cesses employed in the solution procedure. An extension of the algorithm
to solve problems with time dependent constitutive relations (creep) and
deformation dependent loading could also be studied.
The linearized buckling analysi$ procedure is effective because the
required matrices can be calculated very economically, and the solution ;s
then performed using the subspace iteration method. However, improvements
in the eigensolution method for the case of very closely-spaced eigenvalues
would be valuable.
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APPENDIX 1: On reduced numerical integration
Let us evaluate, using numerical integration, the elements of a
stiffness matrix,
assuming C constant over the element. Then for each element we have to
-
evaluate an integral of the form
1 i
I =1L(.yIJeT;S) I 5j (r;s))(v'/J(f,S) I 8~ ('(5))drds (Al.2)
Its approximation using (n x n) Gauss integration points ;s
" n
In: [ L 0<£
i=A jc'
Now we define
(Al.3)
n n
(-m\B! )= L L (-jiJ,B!)n Lcr)IJ(5)
i.' J=-1 SJ
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(Al.4-a)
where 1, (r) is a Lagrange interpolation polynomial [29] along the
r coordinate, with 1eli) = ! and l (TJ)::: 0 ,J ='" .. · I () and J':;: i
We can also define the following integral:
1 1 ·
le.:J J ("m8i.)(~&)drd5 (A1.5)
-1 -!
Substituting from Eqs. (Al.4-a) and (Al.4-b) into Eq. (Al.S), we
obta i n
1) f) n t1
IE ::L LLL({TJi B1 )rl (-fiJlB~)r~
i~l d·~ h4 1.:. sJ s1
f 1I, lj(r)~~(r)df J(Ij (5)ll(s)ds (A1.6)
"1
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It can be shown that if (Ti, 5c:i ) are the Gauss points
1J 1& (r) lJ (r) clr =0 i:F j
-1
i
J 1cr) 1" (r) dr::. 0( k
-1 k l
(Al.7-a)
(Al.7-b)
where CXk is the weight factor corresponding to rXk in a Gauss integra-
tion.
Then,
" f)
IE. =:L L [Xi D<J (I J I81 B.t-)n (Al.B)
s'l~~ d=4 a
Comparing with (Al.3), we conclude that
I n =Ie (A1.9)
A
Therefore, we can define a new strain-displacement matrix E3 , such that
-
(Al.lO)
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-hence,
B:t t (!1ft BJ:] li(r)~(5)
-11 J(T;5) 1
(Al.l1)
It is then possible to state that using numerical integration ;s
equivalent to replacing the strain-displacement matrix ~ with a new one
I'
~ ,defined by (Al.ll) and then calculating
.....
(Al.12)
using exact integration.
Assuming that the exactly-integrated element ;s complete [29J, we
will prove that the numerically integrated element;s also complete provided
that the integration order is, at least, high enough to exactly calculate
the element volume.
We can define a new strain interpolation
~
- ..... y' IJ J
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(Al.13)
so,
'"E =
-
n "[ ~ ({iJi §)~ t (f) l<i (5)
y/JI
(Al.14)
with the exactly-integrated element complete, it can represent
a constant strain state,
(Al.I5)
which in the numerically-integrated element has the representation
-
(Al.16)
general
A c)f
In general (except at the Gauss points) ~ ~ ~ because, in
-
~flii*t f (-{fii)f7 liCf) la(s)
~i j=l 5J
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(Al.17)
But if we calculate a quantity proportional to the strain energy,
- ! J A I'
'Ll =J J l:r I §T ~ drds
-1 -1
(Al.18-a)
(AI.18-b)
-- 1 l " I)U~J J §*T ~ff [[ L(VII J1 ~ Lcr)lJ(s)]
-J. -j i=~ jeA a
[t f (-vm)r; lr(r)4(s)] drds
r
'
7.:4 ,.
Using Eqs. (Al.7), we get
n n
II ~ ~'T §Jf LL eX i C<j IJ '~.
£=:1. j=l a
(AI. la-c)
Since, as a condition, we have imposed that the integration order must
be high enough for the exact calculation of the element volume, from
(AI.18-c), we conclude that the numerically-integrated element stores the
same amount of strain energy as the exactly-integrated one, when the
latter ;s in a state of constant strain. Therefore, we can assert that the
numerically-integrated element is complete (in the energy sense) if the
-135-
exactly-integrated element is so.
A
Since we cannot assure the existence of H, we cannot assure that the
numerically-integrated element is compatible. But from what we show above,
we can assure it passes the patch test if the original element does and if
.it.does not contain zero energy modes free to manifest themselves.
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APPENDIX 2: An example where the use of reduced integration in
nonlinear analysis leads to incorrect results
It has widely been reported in the finite element literature, and
in some examples presented in this thesis, that the use of reduced inte-
gratian in linear analysis often improves the predictions of a finite
element model.
In linear analysis the problem ;s relatively simple. If the as-
semblage of reduced-integrated elements presents a nonsingular stiffness
matrix, then we frequently -- but not necessarily -- have an improvement
over the results provided by "fully-integrated ll elements (although we can
not bound the solution any more [31]).
In nonlinear analysis the case is more involved, because at some
instant during the analysis the restrained spurious rigid body modes could
be made free. Let us consider the example of Fig. A2.1
~b '
- P.6 0.6'
0,5
L 10, 40· 40, t Truss elements:
Area = 1.0
E = 2.0 x 106
Er = 0.0
(Jy = 1000
Figure A2.1 Plane structure in nonlinear analysis
20 element:
thickness = 1.0
E = 2.0 x 106
v = 0.3
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The results we obtain using a material-nonlinear'-only formulation
are presented in Fig. A2.2. When the two trusses reach the plastic state,
the model in which the plane stress element is reduced-integrated, pre-
dicts a collapse; this ;s due to the fact that when Etru5s=O.O, the spu-
rious zero energy mode contained in the plane stress element ;s made free.
Similar results are obtained using a general nonlinear formulation.
This very simple example shows that when performing a nonlinear
structural analysis, in principle, the results obtained when using reduced
integration are less reliable than those obtained with "full integration ll •
-138-
p3000.
2000.
A000.
Figure A2.2 Response of the structure of Fig. A2.1
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APPENDIX 3: The new four-node shell element does not contain
spurious zero energy modes
The purpose of the present appendix is to discuss the fact that
the new four-node shell element developed in Chapter 3 does not contain
spurious zero energy modes.
First, let us assume that the element contains a spurious zero
energy deformation mode, namely UKM . Then, with K the stiffness
-
matrix of the element,
KUl<rt =0
-
(A3.1)
Since we calculate K using "normal integration", Eq. (A3.1) im-
plies that
(A3.2)
'"The matrix 13 , is now decomposed into
-
(A3.3)
,.,..,.,.. ;t'tIJ
where B1 is obtained from 5, by zeroing its 4th and 5th rows, ~z is
- ,..",
obtained from ~ by zeroing all its rows but the 4th; and E)~ is obtained
,...
-'f~m" Q" by"~e~oi'ng- 'al'l-""it~"'rows except'~he 5th row.
Therefore, Eq. (A3.2) implies
-
(A3.4)
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From Eq. (3•3) ,
(A3.5-a)
(A3.5-b)
For any given displacement vector LJ
o
o
~J)B~ u= 0
- -
o
and a similar definition for all the other matrices in Eqs. (A3.5).
(A3.6)
In this discussion, we now introduce for simplicity, a further
limitation, the material of the element is isotropic elastic. Then we
can define U/cI1 in the following way:
-
a) LlKM is not coincident with a true rigid body mode .
...
I"'J
b) 8s. UIe" =0
... - ..
"""J) U ,-wa ~A ~c
c) ~& _ k~ :. ~~ lJICM:: ~3 YItM = ~! ylll1 ;:.g
~])1 ~ ~~~ 0
d) £ flt :r 0 and/or c.,za $. a11 over the element.
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If we now consider a frame made of four 2-node iso-beam elements
running along the sides of the shell element, the existence of a spurious
zero energy mode in the shell element will necessarily imply the existence
of a spurious zero energy mode in the frame; this mode will satisfy, at
least, one of the equations stated above, in (c), and also (d).
~
Let us analyze first the beam 1-2; E.,I is calculated with the
-l -~11
strain displacement relations and by (c) ~,.= §t3 A this corres-
ponds to an iso-beam in which, when calculating the stiffness matrix, the
,-..,I
terms associated with E.,~ ay'e evaluated using one point Gauss integra-
tion (selective integration). The selectively integrated isobeam does not
present spurious zero energy modes [80].
The same analysis can be made for the other 3 beam elements, there-
fore we conclude that neither the frame and, according to what we stated
above, nor the shell element, contains spurious zero energy modes.
The above, rather than a formal mathematical proof, represents an
interpretation of a fact that has been confirmed by extensive numerical
experimentation with non-distorted and distorted elements.
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APPENDIX 4: Matr'ices used in the new 4-node shell element
a)
By definition [29, Chapter 6),
-
(A4.1)
Therefore, ; ~L can be formed by inspection, using Eqs. (3.21-a),
(3.22-a), (3.23-a), and (3.24-a).
b) ; Ki'lL
-
Since we use different interpolations for the transverse shear
strains and the other strain components, we can write
(A4.2)
t j} -I: SI"J,~ t ~zz to "'J t =
where 0 !it'lL is function of I) , 0 Sand D 5 12. ,and 0 ~i.
e AJ,& ~ ~Z3
is function of () Sand (} S .
'K. Jt ~! T t ~J, ~ ;"IJj °dV() _tiL = 0 §.Ht. 05 t> BrtL (A4.3)
,..-
~ Bl "vwhere o Nt. ;s formed in the standard way [29, Chapter 6], using
(3.21-b) and (3.22-b) (see Table 1); and
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Al so,
s'Jm.
o
!
o
o
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tV! /::='-2,
It is immediate, by inspection, to determine ~ ~L and D ~L
- --
(see Tables 2 and 3).
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APPENDIX 5: Specialization of the new 4-node shell element, for
a linear plate element
The formulation given in this appendix, similar to the one in
Ref. [82-b], is a particular case of the shell element presented in Chap-
-- ·"ter3 and [67], but -it is -important for two reasons ~ First, by concen-
trating on the linear analysis of plates we are able to very clearly and
simply present the key ideas of our approach, and s~cond, the plate element
given here ;s more effective in plate analysis because no numerical inte-
gratian ;s used through the element thickness.
a. Formulation of the element
As presented in detail in [29], the variational indicator of a
Mindlin/Reissner plate is, in linear elastic analysis,
where
(A5.1)
(A5.2)
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(A5.3)
E h~
=---iZ(f-VZ')
1
V
o
v 0
1 0
o1:L
.2,
o
J
(A5.4)
and, with reference to Fig. AS.l, ~ , ~~ are the section rotations, ~
is the transverse displacement of the mid-surface of the plate, P is
the distributed p;essure loading, h is the thickness of the plate
(assumed constant), and A is the area of the mid-surface of the plate.
Also, E is Young's modulus, t is Poisson's ratio and ~ is a shear cor-
rection factor (appropriately set to 5/6).
Perhaps the simplest way to formulate an element based on the
variational indicator in Eq. (1) is to interpolate both the transverse
displacements and the section rotations as follows
~
w: r.. hi ~/{
;af
(A5.5)
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-Figure A5.1 Notation used for Mindlin/Reissner plate theory
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· .
where the k+1 , B~l and 9~ are the nodal point values of the variables
'vJ,~« and fJ ' respectively, the hi (r;6) are the interpolation func-
tions and ~ is the number of element nodes. A basic problem inherent
in the use of the above interpolation is that when ~ is equal to four,
see Fig. A5.2, the element 1I1 ocks" when it is thin (assuming IIfull ll
numerical integration). This;s due to the fact that with these inter-
polations the transverse shear strains cannot vanish at all points in
the element when it is subjected to a constant bending moment. Hence,
although the basic continuum mechanics assumptions contain the Kirchhoff
plate assumptions, the finite element discretization ;s not able to re-
present these assumptions rendering the element not applicable to the
analysis of thin plates or shells (see [29, p. 240]). To solve this
deficiency, various remedies based on selective and reduced integration
have been proposed, but there ;s still much room for a more effective and
reliable approach.
To circumvent the locking problem, we formulate the element stiff-
ness matrix in our approach by including the bending effects and trans-
verse shear effects through different interpolations, resulting in a
mixed-formulation. To evaluate the section curvatures, ge, we use
..
Eq. (A5.2) and the interpolations in Eq. (A5.5). Hence, the element
section curvatures are calculated as usual [29]; however, to evaluate the
transverse shear strains we proceed differently.
Consider first cur element when it ;s of geometry 2 by 2 (for which
the (x,y) coordinates could be taken to be equal to the (r,s) isopara-
metric coordinates). For this element we use the interpolation
-151-
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Figure A5.2 Conventions used in formulation of 4 node plate bending element;
h1 =} (l+r) (1+5), h2 =} (l-r)(l+s), h3 =l (l-r)(1-5),
h4 = i (l+r) (1-5)
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.where~: , t'; , 0;: and ~: are the (physical) shear
strains at points A, B, C, and D. We evaluate these strains using the
interpolations in Eq. (A5.5) to obtain
4 [ Wi - \.-I.e e; + e; ]~c :. T (f+S) z + 2.
{A5.7-a}
~ [ W/i '- W3 e; -r e; )+ - ( i- S) + 22 2.
and
~ _ J (~ r\ [ kI, -Wq ~ ~IieJ( + J( ]S2 - - + I ...2 .z .2
~ (1- f) [ 'vt4 -\#3 BI<' -to e; ] (A5.7-b)+- ...2 2 2
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With these interpolations given, all strain-displacement interpolation
matrices can directly be constructed and the stiffness matrix ;s formu-
lated in the' standard manner, see [29, p. 252).
Considering next the cas~ of a general 4-node element, we use
the same basic idea of interpolating the transverse shear strains, but -
using Eq. (A5.6) - we interpolate the covar~ant tensor components measured
in the (r,s) coordinate system. In this way we are directly taking
account of the element distortion (from the 2 by 2 geometry). Using
Eq. (A5.6) for the tensor shear strain components (as shown ;n [67J), we
obtain
8 det J
-
(AS.8-a)
( )[ Wr-w~+ ~-s +
.<,
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8 del J
-
(AS.8-b)
where
~X d~
- --Jf d' (AS.9)det J ::.
.... ax C)~
- -d':> as
and
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A%. Zf .. ~z. - ~~"'Xlf
B~= ~-~ +1l:! .. ~~
C~;: ~ of- Xl. -~ -1tlf
AJ:: d1 -6'd3 +aq
BJ' 3' -at. +{f3-~
c~ =(}f+d' -d~ -Oil
(A5.10)
The above expressions for (fc and ~c give the (physical)
shear strains corresponding to the rand s axes, and these components
must be transformed to obtain t ftC and d3c ,
where
and
~c := t-e 6inf ~i. sir) ~
~c=-~e COS~ + ~~ Cf)S0(
Ax -+- S 'BK
C05 0( =--------
~~+5&)t+(~+5Bc1)'l.
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(AS. 11)
(A5.12)
The formulation of the element is, in essence, a mixed formulation,
in which the section rotations and transverse displacements are interpo-
lated as given in Eq. (A5.5), the curvatures are obtained from the inter-
polated generalized displacements using Eq. (A5.2), and the shear strains
are interpolated as given in Eq. (A5.6). For the use of Eq. (A5.6), the
intensities of the transverse shear strains are constrained to equal the
transverse shear strains derived from the displacements interpolation
using the kinematic relations, at the points A, B, C, and D.
The element formulation can also be interpreted as based on a
reduced penalty constraint between the transverse displacements and the
section rotations, or the element can be viewed as based on a IIdiscrete
Mindl in/Reissner theory".
Since this plate element was directly derived from the general
shell element, presented in Chapter 3, it also presents (assuming ufull il
numerical integration over rand s), the following properties:
- The element passes the patch test.
- The element can approximate the Kirchhoff hypothesis of negli-
gible shear deformation effects and can be used for moderately
thick and thin plates.
In practice, even for highly distorted elements we find that
2x2 Gauss integration ;s adequate.
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